Persol is one of the few brands able to boast authentic vintage. The company’s history started back in 1917, a story of craftsmanship which over the years has produced a treasure trove of experience. Persol is preparing to conquer summer 2013 with the new **Persol Vintage Celebration** collection, for men and women, created around the rediscovery of its own acetate archives in 3 original color shades, each with an appeal full of cultural references and a bearer of emotions.

**Tabacco Virginia** brings to mind the hot sun and wind that blows in the tobacco fields of Virginia. **Caffè** – the sharpest nuance – dark like a fragrant cup of Italian coffee. **Terra di Siena** – a clear and sunny reminder of the gently rolling Tuscan landscape.

Colors that enclose a world, which are inscribed inside the frames to indicate their uniqueness. The **Persol Vintage Celebration** collection – consisting of both sun and optical models – includes both authentic iconic pieces and more innovative ones, but always faithful to the unmistakable design so full of retro recollections.

To make the **Persol Vintage Celebration** even more exclusive, in the sun version Persol has decided to only match the new colors with polar and photopolar crystal lenses. Made of crystal glass, the lenses are slim (only 1.8 mm thick), lightweight and comfortable to wear. Designed according to the very latest research breakthroughs and made with extreme care by artisans, they protect against harmful sunrays.

The Polar lenses reduce strong glare. The reflected light is blocked by special filters that act as a barrier against all harmful rays. The Photo-Polar Lenses combine polarized filter and photochromic filter. The polarized filter blocks glare and favors clear and sharp vision, while the photochromic filter changes the intensity of lens color according to the light, to ensure perfect vision in all conditions.

**SUPREME COLLECTION**

**PERSOL VINTAGE CELEBRATION**

**SUN**

**PO 649**

Iconic model, first presented in 1957 and perhaps the most famous of the brand. This is the re-edition of that worn by Marcello Mastroianni in the film “Divorce, Italian Style”. Acetate frame, featuring ultra-flexible temples, thanks to the exclusive Meflecto system, and the unmistakable three “cut” Victor Flex bridge.

The color range has been even further extended with the new acetates: Tabacco Virginia with brown lens; Caffè with gray lens; Terra di Siena with green lens.
PO 2953S
Classic acetate model, with rectangular and slightly rounded shape, enhanced by unmistakable Persol style details: the metal Supreme Arrow and the Meflecto system temples.

To classic colors have been added Tabacco Virginia with brown lens; Caffè with gray lens; Terra di Siena with green lens.

PO 3055S
New model featuring acetate frame with the unmistakable Persol style details. The shape is large and rounded, with male pilot front combined with slim temples with the unmistakable metal arrow hinge. The Meflecto system ensures perfect flexibility and close fit.

Available in glossy black and Havana with “aged” effect and in the new versions Tabacco Virginia with brown lens; Caffè with gray lens and Terra di Siena with gradient blue lens.

SUPREME COLLECTION
PERSOL VINTAGE CELEBRATION OPTICAL

PO 3039V
Model of clear retro inspiration. The acetate frame has a Fifties style design, generally square but with rounded edges and tempered in the lower part. The lines of the front and temples are thick and the exclusive Meflecto system, an unmistakable Persol detail together with the metal arrow hinge, ensures a perfect fit.

Available in Tabacco Virginia; Caffè and Terra di Siena with antiqued treatment.

PO 3052V
Very rounded and large lines for this new retro-inspired women’s acetate model. The softness of the design is highlighted by the tapered temples enhanced by unmistakable Persol style details – the arrow motif hinge and the Meflecto system for a perfect fit.

Available in classic black and Havana colors and Tabacco Virginia; Caffè and Terra di Siena. In the case of the black and Tabacco Virginia versions, a special treatment has been applied conveying an “aged” effect.
PO 3053V
Slim and elegant, this acetate frame with its elongated oval shape is unisex. The Persol style is evident in the unmistakable details such as the shape of the bridge, the metal arrow hinge and the temple made highly flexible thanks to the Meflecto system.

Available in the classic colors of black, Havana and Caffè. In the case of the Terra di Siena and Tabacco Virginia colors, a special treatment has been applied which conveys an “aged” effect.

CLASSIC COLLECTION
SUN

PO 3058S
The Persol style in a new version that highlights the brand’s retro appeal. The frame is very large with sharp contours and a square design with rounded corners. The front is slightly cat’s eye and is joined to the important temples by means of the unmistakable metal arrow hinge. The Meflecto system ensures a perfect fit.

The model is available in glossy black, beige with “aged” effect, honey Havana with “aged” effect, glossy Havana with brown polar lens, black with “aged” effect and gray polar lens.

DESIGN COLLECTION
OPTICAL

PO 2426V
Lightweight metal frame with rounded design. The line of the front becomes larger in the top part with a pleasant retro flair. The flexible and extra-slim temples feature covered earpiece for greater wearing comfort. This model is available in silver/streaked green, gunmetal/Havana, brown/light spotted Havana and antiqued gold/light Havana.

Density and lightness blend perfectly. The metal gives shape to a new expression of design. The temples are extra-light and tapered. The Supreme Arrow– an unmistakable Persol detail – becomes slimmer on the hinges (Mini Supreme Arrow – 3.5 mm thick).
PO 2427V

Sharp design for this model with its slim metal frame and rectangular line with slightly rounded corners. The temples are extra-lightweight and flexible, with covered earpiece, for greater wearing comfort. Available in silver/streaked green, gunmetal/Havana, brown/light spotted Havana, antiqued gold/light Havana and black/Havana.

Density and lightness blend perfectly. The metal gives shape to a new expression of design. The temples are extra-light and tapered. The Supreme Arrow– an unmistakable Persol detail – becomes slimmer on the hinges (Mini Supreme Arrow – 3.5 mm thick).

About Persol:
Persol.com
Facebook.com/Persol
Twitter.com/PersolEyewear

Luxottica Group S.p.A.
Luxottica Group is a leader in premium, luxury and sports eyewear with approximately 7,000 optical and sun retail stores in North America, Asia-Pacific, China, South Africa, Latin America and Europe, and a strong, well-balanced brand portfolio. House brands include Ray-Ban, the world’s most famous sun eyewear brand, Oakley, Vogue, Persol, Oliver Peoples, Arnette and REVO, while licensed brands include Giorgio Armani, Bulgari, Burberry, Chanel, Coach, Dolce & Gabbana, Donna Karan, Polo Ralph Lauren, Prada, Tiffany and Versace. In addition to a global wholesale network involving 130 different countries, the Group manages leading retail chains in major markets, including LensCrafters, Pearle Vision and ILORI in North America, OPSM and Laubman & Pank in Asia-Pacific, LensCrafters in China, GMO in Latin America and Sunglass Hut worldwide. The Group’s products are designed and manufactured at its six manufacturing plants in Italy, two wholly owned plants in the People's Republic of China, one plant in Brazil and one plant in the United States devoted to the production of sports eyewear. In 2012, Luxottica Group posted net sales of more than €7.0 billion. Additional information on the Group is available at www.luxottica.com

Safe Harbor Statement
Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward looking statements” as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements involve risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those which are anticipated. Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the ability to manage the effects of the current uncertain international economic outlook, the ability to successfully acquire and integrate new businesses, the ability to predict future economic conditions and changes to consumer preferences, the ability to successfully introduce and market new products, the ability to maintain an efficient distribution system, the ability to achieve and manage growth, the ability to negotiate and maintain favourable license agreements, the availability of correction alternatives to prescription eyeglasses, fluctuations in exchange rates, changes in local conditions, the ability to protect intellectual property, the ability to maintain relations with those hosting our stores, computer system problems, inventory-related risks, credit and insurance risks, changes to tax regimes as well as other political, economic and technological factors and other risks and uncertainties referred to in Luxottica Group’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. These forward looking statements are made as of the date hereof and Luxottica Group does not assume any obligation to update them.